Under the category of, “DO NOT DO THIS AT HOME!” is the art of Shou Sugi Ban. The artisans in old Japan found that if you burned the surface of cedar and other wood in just the right way, the oils and grains of the tree would come to the surface and make a special, enduring finish unlike anything available in any other way. Truly magical ... if you could do it just so, without burning down the village.

Modern builders with no time to learn this incredible skill and even less time to actually do it abandoned it’s rewards long ago and replaced it with a million coats of paint and stain in an attempt to fool the eye of unknowing homeowners ... and it worked, until those folks came across the real thing. Then they experienced the amazing reality of true YakiSugi. Once you see the real thing, you’ll never want to go back and ThinHaus is the real thing.

The cost of an Original ThinHaus with Shou Sugi Ban is $79,875USD. Worldwide delivery is available from stock with Shou Sugi Ban accents and matching interior wheel well covers and master loft stairs. You’ll notice it everytime you come home.